
Phase 6 Phonics.  

Week 2:  adding ing, ed, er, est to words ending in y   
 

 Activity 1: adding ed (remind children that when we add –ed we are making it past tense)  
Explain to children that when we add the suffix –ed to a word which ends in ‘y’ then we change 
the ‘y’ to an ‘i’ first and then add the suffix. E.g. copy becomes copied 
 
Draw attention to when a y follows a vowel (a,e,i,o,u) and therefore isn’t pronounced as a syllable 
there is no need to change the ‘y’ to an ‘i’, we just add the suffix e.g play becomes played. Stayed, 
enjoyed, delayed, destroyed. 
There are also some words which are an exception to this rule e.g. pay becomes paid, lay becomes 
laid, say becomes said.  
 
However focus on words where the ‘y’ changes to an ‘i’.  
Either say or give children the root words and ask them to apply the suffix –ed. Remember to 
change the ‘y’ to an ‘i’ 
copy, cry, dry, try, fry, reply, carry, hurry, marry, rely, worry 
 
Then have a go at using these words in a sentence. 
e.g. I cried when I fell off my bike. 

 Activity 2: - adding er, est  
Yesterday we looked at if a word ends in a ‘y’ then it changes to a ‘i’ when we add a suffix –ed. 
Today we are going to look at adding the suffix –er and –est to an adjective which ends in a ‘y’. 
We apply the same  rule as yesterday. First change the ‘y’ to an ‘i’ and then add the suffix –er or    
-est. Such as fluffy becomes fluffier, fluffiest.  
You could create a table. 

 -er -est 

fluffy Fluffier fluffiest 

silly Sillier silliest 

Happy Happier happiest 

Use the following root words happy, funny, silly, stinky, fluffy, slimy, smelly, grumpy, busy, 
cheeky, pretty, sunny, windy, foggy, tasty, lovely, cloudy, sleepy, heavy, easy, lucky, messy, 
muddy.  
 
Then have a go at using these words in a sentence. E.g. The rabbits ears were fluffier than candy 
floss. A tigers claws are the scariest and sharpest that I have ever seen. 
 

Activity 3:  adding ing  
Explain to children that when adding the suffix –ing to a word which ends in a ‘y’ then we just add 
the suffix. We do not change the ‘y’ to an ‘i’ such as copy becomes copying. 
 
Help children to see that these words would look very wrong and explain that it is pretty unusual 
to find ii in English words. Point out that this is an exception to the normal conventions when 
adding suffixes to words ending in y. However, it is really easy to remember and there is nothing 
particularly confusing about it because the words just look a bit strange and become hard to read 
if we try to change the y to an i 
 
Use the following words (you could say or give children the root words) copy, cry, reply, marry, 
carry, fly, try, dry, ski, pay, lay, play, study, delay, fry, stay, buy, destroy, enjoy 
Ask children to add the suffix to the word. Reinforce just adding the suffix. 
 
Then have a go at using these in a sentence. E.g. I am staying inside and playing with my sister. 



Phase 6 Phonics.  

 

Activity 4 – adding ing, ed, er and est  
Recap the rule we have looked at this week: when adding a suffix to a word adding in y, the y 
changes to i apart from with ing. 
 
Draw a table similar to this 

 -ing -ed -er -est 

copy Copying  Copied Copier  

funny   Funnier funniest 

     

 
Use the following words copy, worry, happy, cry, reply, funny, and add the following suffixes 
Not all the words can have all the suffixes added to them. Which ones don’t make sense? 
Repeat with other root words used this week.  
 

Activity 5- adding ing, ed, er, est. 
 
Today write sentences using as many of the words you have looked at this week. Can you 
remember to apply the rule when adding, -er-est and –ed? Can you remember which words are 
an exception? What do you do when adding an –ing to a word ending in y?  
You could draw a picture of an animal, monster, mythical creature and write a description using –
er and –est. You could then write about what they have done or are doing and use words ending 
in y. Alternatively you could choose a well-known character or person.  
 
You could also use the dictation passage below. You read this out loud  and children write what 
you say applying the spelling rule to words learnt this week (in bold)  
 

 

Dictation passage.  

James was sitting on the carpet when he saw his friend crying. James tried to cheer him up by pulling 

the funniest faces he could.  Yesterday I carried the heaviest box but I fell and hurt my knee so Mum 

rubbed it better and then I felt happier.  Mum says I am clumsier than a clown because I always 

drop things.  

This morning we went to the beach on the bus. We got delayed by traffic and I was very worried we 

wouldn’t get there. When we finally arrived, it was the sunniest day ever but it got a little cloudier 

later on. I swam in the sea and saw the slimiest jelly fish. After I sat in the sun and dried my feet and 

then we went and got an ice cream. It was the tastiest ice cream. It was yummier than chocolate.  

Now we are back home, I am playing snakes and ladders with my brother and I am trying to teach 

him the rules.  


